DINNER FEATURES

SANGRIA $7/GLS OR $24/CARAFE
WHITE WINE, WATERMELON, CUCUMBER WATER

WINES ON THE GO!
$7/CAN OR $24/FOUR PACK
MIX & MATCH
ROSÉ, RIESLING, OR BELLINI

SANCERRE ROSÉ $9/GLS
UPPER LOIRE, FRANCE

DRINK SPECIALS

SHAVED AUTUMN VEGGIE SALAD $13
BUTTERNUT SQUASH, RED CABBAGE, BEETS, KALE, SHALLOTS, SLICED ALMONDS, FETA, GRILLED APPLE VINAIGRETTE
ADD CHICKEN $2.00 ADD SHRIMP $3.00
ADD SALMON FILET $5.00

SHRIMP PASTA $15
BUCCATINI PASTA, SPINACH, GREEN BEANS, BROCCOLI, HOUSE MARINARA, PARMESAN CHEESE, SERVED WITH TOASTED BAGUETTE